The book was found

Foo Fighters Mad Libs
**Synopsis**

A series of music Mad Libs from Live Nation! Get to know the Foo Fighters in a whole new way by filling out the blanks of the 21 original stories inside this book. It’s the perfect gift for fans, and a whole lot cheaper than the cost of an album or concert ticket!
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**Customer Reviews**

Absofreakinglutely WONDERFUL. Saw this in the Foo Fighters official store and thought I'd give it a shot and search for it on . SCORE! If you are a Foo fan, you NEED these Mad Libs. These are hysterical.

Mad libs + foo fighters. What could go wrong??

I made a get well basket for a someone who is a HUGE Foo fan. These are exactly like the Mad Libs you know and love infused with Foo. Rock on.

As a huge FF fan, this is hilarious and absolutely worth it.

Very fun.